PRODUCT NUMBER DESCRIPTION:

10138400- X X X X XX LF

NOTES:
1. MATERIALS:
   1.1 HOUSING - LCP, UL-94V-0. COLOR: NATURAL.
   1.2 TERMINALS - COPPER ALLOY, PLATED WITH GOLD IN CONTACT AREA
       AND 100µ" Sn ON SOLDER LEGS WITH AN OVERALL 50µ" Ni UNDERPLATE.
   1.3 RETENTION DEVICE - BRASS, PLATED WITH 100µ" Sn OVER NICKEL.
2. REFERENCE GS-12-1382 FOR PRODUCT PERFORMANCE DATA.
3. RECOMMENDED SOLDER PASTE THICKNESS IS 0.15 TO 0.20 MM THICK.
4. THE CO-PLANARITY GRAVITY PLANE. THIS MEASUREMENT IS NOT TO EXCEED 0.1MM.
5. THE HOUSING WILL WITHSTAND EXPOSURE TO 260°C PEAK TEMPERATURE
   FOR 30 SECONDS IN A CONVECTION INFRA RED OR VAPOR PHASE
   REFLOW OVEN. SEE APPLICATION/PROCEDURES IF THEY ARE AVAILABLE.
6. PRODUCT WITH "LF" AT THE END MEETS EUROPEAN UNION DIRECTIVES AND OTHER
   COUNTRY REGULATION AS DESCRIBED IN GS-22-008.